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Tamarind Global Weddings has consistently been recognized and 
awarded by the wedding fraternity over the years. Since its 
inception, it has won multiple awards at well-known industry award 
shows.

GIWA [Great Indian Wedding Awards]
Overall Wedding of the Year – 2018
Best Sangeet Ceremony – 2018
Best Mehendi Ceremony – 2018
Best Destination Wedding India – 2018
Best Destination Wedding International – 2016
Best Destination Wedding International – 2015

WOW Awards Asia 
Wedding Celebration of the Year (Gold) – 2020
Destination Wedding/ Social Event of the Year India (Gold) - 2020
Pre-Wedding Celebration of the Year (Silver) – 2020
Best Destination Wedding India – 2018
Achievement in Hospitality & Logistics – 2018
Best Décor/ Ambient Design for Large Weddings – 2017



ABOUT US

Creating unforgettable experiences across all its verticals, Tamarind Global Weddings is the specialized wedding division of 
Tamarind Global. Planning a destination wedding in India or in any of the best destination wedding locations around the 

world is what Tamarind Global Weddings does best!

Having been in the hospitality industry for over 10 years, Tamarind Global has expanded its services to now include focused 
destination management, event management and bespoke wedding planning in the best destination wedding locations.

Tamarind Global Weddings operates on a turnkey basis for its clients, taking on a single point of contact responsibility for the
wedding, including venue selection, negotiating with hotels, ground transportation, ideating and execution of themes, 
planning entertainment and sourcing celebrity performers, emcees and hosts, mehendi, beauticians and saree drapers, 

appointments with designers for the trousseau, menu selection and catering, guest relations and hospitality desk, hostesses 
and meet and greet facilities, airport management, vendors for photography, designing and printing of exclusive invitations 

and stationery, sourcing of turndown gifts, wrapping and decoration services. We offer complete destination wedding 
packages in the best destination wedding locations across India, Europe, Malaysia, Thailand, UAE and beyond, and of course, 

planning the honeymoon!

IN A COMPLETELY UNCONVENTIONAL WAY
EXCELLENCE: TO DO SOMETHING CONVENTIONAL

https://in.pinterest.com/Tamarind_Global_Weddings/
https://www.facebook.com/TamarindGlobalWeddings/
https://twitter.com/tamarindglobal?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_mqSQNs-hwcoinDNUgRgbQ/videos
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tamarind-tours-pvt--ltd
https://www.instagram.com/tamarindglobalweddings/?hl=en


MANAGEMENT
TURNKEY PLANNING AND

Your wedding is all about you and your family. Make sure you 
don’t let the biggest day of your life pass you by in a flurry of 

organization, negotiation, meetings and decisions. 
Concentrate on making each moment count and soaking it all 
in. Sit back, relax and let us do all the work for you. Tamarind 
Global Weddings operates on a turnkey basis for its clients, 

taking on a single point of contact responsibility for the 
wedding from city and venue selection to planning the 

honeymoon.
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VENUE SELECTION
DESTINATION AND

Tamarind Global Wedding’s vast experience in the hospitality 
and tours industry ensures that we have the expertise to help 

you pick your dream destination and venue. Whether you 
want an exotic resort getaway for a beautiful beach ceremony 

or a fairy-tale setting in a quaint European castle, or even a 
string of grand, luxurious functions in the heart of a 

metropolitan city – Tamarind Global Wedding’s extensive 
destination and hotel database is at your disposal to 

guarantee that you make the best decision.
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LOGISTICS
HOSPITALITY AND

A wedding is only as good as its guests are made to feel. 
Tamarind Global Wedding’s strength is in its hospitality and 
guest relations. From the time we greet every one of your 

guests at the airport we make sure the Tamarind hospitality 
team is at your guests’ service around the clock. From smooth 
arrivals and transport to seamless hotel check-ins, a 24-hour 
hospitality desk and constant attention to every detail, our 

team has mastered the art of soothing even the most 
worrisome guest.
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AND DESIGNS
PRODUCTION OF DÉCOR

We realize that God is in the details, and that extra touch can 
make all the difference to the look of a wedding event. Our 

own panel of designers work closely with us, but we are 
completely open to working in tandem with any décor 

professionals. Our involvement can range from ideating on 
the look and feel, formulating the creative brief and seeing 

the design to its conclusion and production, or just 
supervising the execution of an external brief.
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ARTISTS
ENTERTAINMENT AND

With each passing year weddings are looking to do something 
different. Tamarind Global Weddings has a network to source 

new talent and make sure you get the best entertainment 
customized to your choice of function. Whether it be a classic 
all time favourite act or something out of the box, we will help 
you find the perfect fit in our database of performance artists, 
live bands, DJs, mentalists, illusionists, cirque acts, comedians, 

dance troupes and other novel acts and concepts from all 
over the world.
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AND PLANNING
CATERING SELECTION

The single most important aspect for most of our weddings is 
the menu. The Tamarind Global Weddings team can be 

completely involved from the stage of choosing the right mix 
of vendors for the catering, planning the menus so that each 
meal at your event is different from the rest, and your guest 

experience a gastronomically satisfying few days! Be it a 
parathewala from Delhi, or jhalmuri specialist from Kolkata, 

truffles from Italy or caviar from Russia, our team is prepared 
to assist you.
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COLLATERAL
GIFTING AND

From sourcing unusual gifts to customized gifts, welcome 
hampers and room drops, designing packaging and hangover 

kits as well as designing all wedding collaterals as per the 
wedding theme, from welcome letters, key cards, hospitality 

signage, car stickers, placards, save the dates, dress code 
agendas and more, Tamarind Global Weddings will be your 

one point contact when it comes to gifting and wedding 
collaterals.
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WALDORF ASTORIA 

RAS AL KHAIMAH

Scope of Work:

RSVP, 

Artist Management, 

Hospitality, 

Logistics,

Show Running, 

Production, 

Gifting and Hampers.

No. of Guests : 650 guests

FEBRUARY 2020

PRESS PLAY TO WATCH THE FILM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VclnVeKfRCM7t5ZqqGEgRzfigTquLvP7/view?usp=sharing




KEMPINSKI HOTEL ISHTAR, DEAD 

SEA

JORDAN

Scope of Work:

RSVP, 

Artist Management, 

Hospitality, 

Logistics,

Show Running, 

Production, 

Conceptualization,

Gifting and Hampers.

No. of Guests : 550 guests

DECEMBER 2019 

PRESS PLAY TO WATCH THE FILM

https://vimeo.com/420162863/131e56ffd6




SURYAGARH, JAISALMER

JAISALMER

Scope of Work:

RSVP, 

Artist Management, 

Hospitality, 

Logistics,

Show Running, 

Production, 

Conceptualization,

Gifting and Hampers.

No. of Guests : 600 guests

DECEMBER 2019 

PRESS PLAY TO WATCH THE FILM

https://youtu.be/6L_PZTm_mT4




OBEROI UDAIVILAS, TAJ LAKE 

PALACE, LEELA PALACE, FATEH 

PRAKASH, SHIV NIWAS AND 

TRIDENT 

UDAIPUR

Scope of Work:

RSVP, 

Artist Management, 

Hospitality, Rooming & 

Ticketing, 

Logistics,

Show Running, 

Production & Technical 

Support, 

Conceptualization,

Gifting and Hampers.

No. of Guests : 800 guests

DECEMBER 2017

PRESS PLAY TO WATCH THE FILM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUxp5t6B8CU




FOUR SEASON, BAHRAIN BAY

THE RITZ-CARLTON

BAHRAIN

Scope of Work:

RSVP, 

Artist Management, 

Hospitality, 

Logistics,

Production & Technical 

Support, 

Visas & Ticketing,

Gifting and Hampers.

No. of Guests : 1000 guests

APRIL 2017

PRESS PLAY TO WATCH THE FILM

https://youtu.be/vJC4owMjx78




THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“Having fun at your own daughter's wedding always seemed 
like a dream to me. I was always worried about the food, 

decor, guests, rooms but team Tamarind made my dream a 
reality. They helped me overcome all those little worries of 

planning and organising a wedding. I would like to thank 
everyone who made this wedding a perfect one for me and 

my family. Every function was smooth; from the guest 
welcome to the departure, the overall experience was 
amazing and indeed an unforgettable one. Keep up the 

good work!”
- Rajesh Agarwal
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“Choosing an event company for our wedding was one of the 
most important decisions we took. From the very beginning, it 

seemed to be a good fit with Tamarind Global, especially as 
communication was easy and transparent. Mahesh along with a 

rockstar team led by Kunal, Vince and Sneh were a dream to 
work with, always prompt in responding and most important 
always on the same page. I was a hands-on bride, but even if 

wasn’t our wedding was in fantastic hands. It always felt that like 
the Tamarind team would give up their sleep and meals to make 

sure that everything was perfect and I couldn’t have asked for 
more. If I had to do it all over again, I wouldn’t change a thing.”

- Isheta Salgaocar



THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

#RISONI #09/01/2017 #WaldorfAstoria RAK. A wedding which introduced us to the Tamarind Global Team

“Being a destination wedding to get all the guests in a vacation mood is essential and I can vouch for the hospitality team of Tamarind 
for the same. Coordinating from invitations to collaterals to RSVPs, helping us take calls for themes, decor, and logistics, show flows to 

coordinating events, keeping the Bride and the Groom happy and the parents satisfied, running for last minute cover ups, and still 
making sure that people of all ages get their share of fun. I think Tamarind deserves a super special thanks from the whole Jain Family 

for making this event a success. It was a lot of fun and a great experience for me working with Tamarind. The warmth and 
understanding we received from the team will always remain in my heart. Sorry guys, as I know I have been really a pain for u all, me 

and Saloni will miss u a lot.

All the best to Maheshji and the Gang for all the upcoming weddings and events … Make memories because that’s what people cherish 
forever.”

- Shweta, the Bride’s Sister-In-Law
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THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“Tamarind global is a one-stop shop for managing any 
celebrations be it a milestone birthday, anniversary or a 

destination wedding. They beautifully manage the logistics, 
hospitality, decor, entertainment, and food and help the host to 
enjoy the celebrations. Their teams are not only skilled at what 

they do and also provide emotional support during stressful 
situations which are inevitable during such events. They bring 

unique ideas which help make every occasion special. The 
wedding of our son in Bahrain was nothing less than a dream 
wedding which was beautifully put together by them. Since it 

was our first event at such a big scale they guided us with their 
experience to make all important decisions.”        

- Smita Jatia
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“Tamarind Global is a team that turned into a family to make my 
dream wedding come true! Could not have asked for anything 

more!”
- Khushali Golechha



THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“We do not have enough words of gratitude for the extreme care, love, and efficiency that you have all extended to us. Everything was 
above and beyond spectacular!! From communicating before the trip with a sweet and prompt Henrika to being picked up by a Smiling 

Angel and looked after by a proficient Uday to the lovely Riya who sat with us during our hairdressing sessions!! Everyone exuded a 
warmth I have never seen before!! And finally, Mahesh … your hands on approach, hearty smile and ever joking manner is merely a 
lovely outer persona to an inner hardworking, team building, amazing boss! (I can never again hear the words “hey bossy” without
thinking of you!!) also, How do I not mention your beautiful n heart-warming daughter…..it was lovely to see a father n Beti duo so 

much in sync! May Tamarind Global grow and prosper into TAMARIND UNIVERSAL !! and once again THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK 
YOU.”

- A Satisfied Guest [Event In Croatia]
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THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“Working with Tamarind was a fun experience, even though wedding planning can be really stressful. I still vividly remember we would 
have meetings with the entire family and the team became part of us, by the end they knew each one of us our likes and dislikes and 

really became part of the celebration. All of us were really sure of what we wanted and very involved in the planning and those months 
of endless meetings were just a big party, and I think that’s so important as wedding planners to be able to join in the family and really 

make everyone comfortable and make the whole wedding planning experience memorable. 

The team was a bunch of really warm and pleasant people, and that really makes all the difference. They weren’t just doing it cause it 
was their job, they built a relationship with us and really wanted to see us happy!”

- Ridhiema Goenka
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THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“Thank you Tamarind for being a 
great helping hand in successfully 
executing Shradha and Naman’s

Udaipur wedding. It was a fairy-tale 
wedding and a dream come true for 
the families. From creating a detailed 

show flow for each event to the 
hospitality given to our guests, the 

entire dedicated team did their best! 
Was a pleasure to work your your

warm and friendly team!”
- The Binani Family
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“We really appreciate all the efforts 
undertaken by Tamarind throughout the 

event. Your promptness, coordination 
and thorough professionalism are truly 
commendable. Thank you to the entire 
team for performing an exceptional job 
and leaving us with memories that we 
will always treasure. it as an absolute 

pleasure to have you on board for 
#ThePatPatWedding”

- Rajendra Pate

“With Tamarind’s fantastic help and efforts, 
we pulled off a beautiful wedding in 

Bahrain for which I have now got so much 
positive feedback. Every guest had only nice 

things to say about all the arrangements 
including the transfers and the hospitality. 
All in all, you and your entire team deserve 
a ‘standing ovation’ for a job well done! As 
there are no other words to say thank you 
any better, all I’ll say is “THANK YOU” from 

bottom of my heart!”
- Mona And Russell Mehta



THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

A 'big fat' India wedding may look like a dream in pictures and videos but the quantum of work behind those 3 days is overwhelming and 
that's exactly where Tamarind came in. Unlike UAE and Qatar, Jordan has little or no exposure to Indian culture. It was probably the first 

Indian wedding that took place there and the Jordanians had absolutely no idea what they were in for, neither did we. Tamarind truly acted 
as bridge between both the cultures and they took care of everything for us from the big things like the contract and negotiations with the 

hotel to the small thing of room lighting, they have looked into every detail. Since it was a brand-new destination Tamarind had a lot of 
work cut out for them. Our team from Tamarind, Pranali and Hoor had a lot of ground work to do, they had to find local vendors for 
everything, explain our ways to them and had to follow up with them daily (no exaggeration) to make sure they understood what we

wanted, considering the slight language barrier. They also had to handle the dreaded RSVP list which was constantly getting altered and 
helped us assemble the invitations.  Prithvi and I were looking to do something fresh and exciting, we had our own list of criteria for the 
wedding venue and after leaving no stone turned in India and not finding what we wanted we started looking at hotels in the middle-

eastern countries. Mahesh (aka Bossy) knew all the right places and after understanding exactly what we wanted direct us to Jordan. Angel 
and Aashay helped us with the logistics, not only for the wedding days but they also catered to our guests who were extended their trips. 
They made sure all the vehicles that we received were clean and the drivers were friendly. …continued 
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THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

Tamarind further impressed us when they managed to get the Jordan government on board. They managed to get the government to give 
everyone related to wedding free visas on arrival. Our guests were made to feel nothing short of VIP, from the moment they exited the 
airplane there were signages all over the airport to direct them to the fast track line for their visas and they got complimentary porter 

service. They also conducted a hospitality seminar to train the local hotel staff basic Indian etiquette like 'namaste'. The family had efficient 
shadows and event flow was perfect. Cut to the days of the functions, Tamarind worked smoothly with the hotel staff to handle the check in 

services without any hiccups. I don't think anyone could handle on day management better than them.

To sum it up Tamarind was absolutely fantastic! They brought to our attention a superb destination, they have managed to negotiate tooth 
and nail to get us the best deals, give us an array or amazing vendors to choose from, coordination with vendors and guests efficiently, 

always figure out a solution for any problem and they were always prepared and organised for our meetings. We loved working with them 
and are glad they were our wedding planners.

- Prithvi & Sanchi Bhagat
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THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“Dear Pranali and Aayush,
I just wanted to say how much me and Nick appreciated all 
your efforts this weekend. You and your whole team truly 
went above and beyond to make our family and friends 
have a really special time and it's a credit to you all that 
there was no hiccups or anything that we heard of. We 

would like to wish you a lovely Christmas and New Years 
look forward to hopefully catching up with all of you if ever 

you are in the US. 
With love” 

- Shifa & Nick Patel
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Thank you from the bottom of my heart for the sincere effort, 
the passion, the enthusiasm, the love, the excitement and zeal 
and your sharp execution skills that contributed hugely to the 

success of NayaChand wedding! Will always remember you ALL, 
with the utmost respect and love. You are all nestled in my 

heart!

Love to Bossy too - he is one of a kind!!
Love and adore❤ you All!

- The Nayar Family



THINK TAMARIND

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

THINK EXPERIENCES

“My family and I were lucky enough to have Tamarind helping us to plan both my sisters and my weddings. And the way they executed 
both of these were beyond doubt, awesome. Sure every planner inevitably makes mistakes or some vendor somewhere will screw up
some aspect of their job, but crisis management is something that they do very well. (I’m quite sure we beat any wedding in terms of 

hospital visits, but TG definitely made sure each party was more rocking than the last!!). 
Our decor, entertainment, hospitality, and the food was on point and the best part for sure was the way they made themselves part of 
our family in every way possible. I don’t think we could’ve had better planners than tamarind global, and more specifically Mahesh and 

the team who definitely went above and beyond what any of us can ever expect or ask for.”
- Madhur Gupta
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: +91 98337 71718 , +91 98201 30025

weddings@tamarindglobal.com www.tamarindglobalweddings.com

https://in.pinterest.com/Tamarind_Global_Weddings/
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